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 I know you probably arrived here by accident, 
but I would like to say, "Thank you for your time!"  
Click Here! for 

What's the Most Important Thing in Life.

  Discover Freedom on the Half Shell


[image: Didn't I first meet you in 'Freedom on the Halfshell?][image: Yes, click here to beam me up, Scotty!. . . .] What are the oysters talking about? Click Here to find out.
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Bobby's Essay on Art as the Process of Destruction 
is Now Available on-line.



If you arrived here looking for a Review, 
Click Here! to Search the Review Index Pages of ARJ1, ARJ2, and ART.


Click Here for Cartoon Page!
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From this Angle, You Don't Look Like 
You Wanted to Come Here.
To Go Somewhere Interesting, Click Here!
 


You may have arrived here due to a typing slip or due to some temporarily broken link and we didn't think that a blank 404 ERROR Page would be a nice way to treat an Honored Guest, so we designed this page to help you find your way around our website. We are proud of Doyletics.com and want to make it easy for you to get around. Simply find one of the highlighted colored words or phrases below that you have been interested in and Click on it! You will be placed upon a Magic Carpet and taken, not only to the right page to read about it, but to the actual place on the page to read about the subject you selected.


	Are you looking for a way to remove the onerous physical body states of grief,  fear,  anxiety, depression, or anger from your life without drugs or psychotherapy? Bothered by  tension-type headaches (TTH), migraines,  allergies of any kind, asthma, bronchitis, hives, shingles, seasickness,   hyperventilation, hyhperhidrosis
, fibromyalgia,  
phantom limb pain, agoraphobia, 
claustrophobia,  acrophobia, or just plain old stress? Would you like to remove one or more of these problems without  ingesting expensive drugs that have long lists of side affects? Want to help your children as well? Want a process that you can use on your own without outside help or cost?


It's TIME to Visit the Doyletics Website -- Click Here!
 

You've come to the right place. The Speed Trace is designed for you. It offers you a way to remove discomforts from your life, and to do so in the privacy of your home -- with no cost to you except a few minutes of your time to learn to do a simple memory technique. This is a memory technique, not a therapy. Ready for some of this? Go directly to the Training Exercise  to get started.


Somewhere in the Top Ten List of things people want in the new century, we're sure you'll find something that interests you.  -- Webmaster and Principal Researcher in Doyletics:  Bobby Matherne 



Top Ten Things People Want in the 21st Century 


 


1. You want to make more money --  to get a higher paying job  -- to start your own 
business --  to  invest in the stock market  --  to do things that  
will make you feel successful! 


   The Speed Trace will  help you hurdle 
 obstacles  that currently keep you from being  as successful  as you would like to be.


2. You  want to save money -- to invest your money -- to
save for a big purchase --  to feel more secure about your future.


Without spending any of your hard-earned money on counselors and therapists, you can start today using 
 the Speed Trace  to remove anxieties about your money and your future. This will immediately help you to feel more secure with your money and investments from now on.


3. You want to save time. You want to work less and spend more time 
enjoying life's pleasures. 
 The Speed Trace will  help you  to be more relaxed whenever you want to.  The Speed Trace will allow you to remove doyles that have kept you under stress whenever you wanted to relax, up until now.


4.  You want to look better  -- to lose weight -- to tone your body -- to improve your facial features -- to feel more attractive to others.


By removing hunger doyles, a sixty-second  Speed Trace can help you to lose weight by simply eating less food without feeling any hunger pains. By removing frown doyles, your face can become more attractive and pleasant. By removing Stopper Doyles you will find yourself comfortable in all social situations from now on. 




5. You want to learn something new -- to learn something new that really works and will make your life better --  that will make you feel smart because you did it all on your own! 

Then you want to learn about  Doyletics! It  is a completely new science for the 21st Century -- you haven't heard about it before, because it didn't exist, up until now! By taking charge of removing those  doyles you have that are unpleasant to you, you will take more control over your life.  You will quickly learn to do a  doyle trace on your own, and that will bring you a tremendous feeling of accomplishment. No classes to take, no expensive and time-consuming videos to buy, no complicated books to read full of meaningless jargon. Just go to the 
 Speed Trace Page and get started in seconds! Get results in minutes! A typical Speed Trace takes minutes to learn and seconds to execute. You can do it during real-life situations as they are happening and see the results immediately. Read the testimonies of people like Valerie  and Lorena   who have used the  Speed Trace to improve their lives! To Keep Up-to-date on Latest Changes to this Website doyletics.com, 

Subscribe to our Monthly Digest  now. 

Have questions about the Digest and would like to read it first? No problem -- we've accommodated you by placing a recent Digest on-line.   Click Here.



6. You want to live longer -- to get in shape -- eat better 
 -- gain extra energy --  to look and feel healthier.


By improving the quality of your life through the removal of unwanted doyles, you will begin to avoid your recurrent illnesses, stay healthy, and live longer. Candidates for removal are doyles that trigger 
 fear, anxiety, 
anger, 
stress, 
tension, 
seasickness, 
 hyperventilation,
 pain, and 
 allergies of all kinds,
among other things, all without  ingesting expensive drugs. 



7. You want to be comfortable -- to be free of your common aches and pains --  to sleep more comfortably. 

Many discomforts, aches and pains  originate from doyles and these can be removed quickly and easily, often in less than sixty seconds!


8. You don't want to be lonely -- you  want to be loved  -- to start dating again -- to feel wanted.


By   removing doylesof sadness, anger, aggression, grief, and many other related doyles that keep people away from you, that prevent people from getting to know you well enough to love you, your love life can drastically improve. By removing stopper doyles , those that keep from you making easy contact with new people, your social life will improve in short order.


9. You want to be popular  --  to be more popular -- to be a famous celebrity -- to feel praised and
admired.

By   removing doyles such as hyhperhidrosis that alienate you from people  and people from you, your popularity will increase and you may find yourself becoming popular, even a celebrity.


10. You  want to gain pleasure -- to satisfy your appetite and desires -- to feel more fulfilled.


You can gain pleasure by   removal of a doyle that is a component of some unpleasant feeling., Many doyles are so unpleasant that you remain unhappy and unfilled because of the presence of these unwanted doyles in your life. Once you remove them  you will definitely  feel more pleasure, more satisfied and more fulfilled. 

    





Visit Bobby's Books at Good Mountain Press!
[image: Mural on side of Black's Oyster House [by Dafford International Murals], Abbeville, Louisiana. Oyster boat in foreground, Good Mountains on horizon]












Counselor? Visit the Counselor's Corner for Suggestions on Incorporating Doyletics in Your Work.

[image: Counselor? Visit the Counselor's Corner for Suggestions on Incorporating Doyletics in Your Work.]



To Join the World-Wide Doyletics List, 
Enter your email address below and Click on JOIN:
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Click Here to Return to Home Page

[image: Click here to Return to Home Page! ]





This TOP TEN List Idea Used with Permission from Larry Dotson -- Thanks, Larry!









This Website is Hosted by Earthlink. 
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Click Here for Hosting Info for your Site









